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Chapter 7—In-Home Service Standards

19 CSR 15-7.005 Definitions

PURPOSE: This rule defines terms used in this chapter.

(1) Access services—A category of services which facilitates access to and utilization of other services. Access services may include transportation, outreach, case management, and information and assistance.

(2) Assisted transportation—A service which provides assistance, including escort, to a person who has difficulties (physical or cognitive) using regular vehicular transportation.

(3) Case management—A service which ensures that individuals with chronic or acute care needs are assessed and provided with a comprehensive and coordinated service program designed to meet those assessed needs.

(4) Caterer—A restaurant, hospital, school or commercial organization which prepares meals under contract (usually a fixed price per meal contract).

(5) Center—Any facility regardless of terminology used, that is, senior center, congregate nutrition center, nutrition site, supportive services center, satellite center or site or multipurpose senior center, that is utilized to provide one (1) or more services to older persons.

(6) Congregate nutrition services—The provision of nutrition services to older persons in an approved center.

(7) Contributions—Money or food stamps (for meals only) given voluntarily and confidentially toward the cost of a service received.

(8) Division—The Division of Aging of the Missouri Department of Social Services.

(9) Economic need, greatest—The need resulting from an income level at or below the poverty threshold established by the Office of Management and Budget.

(10) Follow-up—Recontacting the inquirer or agency/organization to whom the referral was made to assure if contact was made or if further services are required.

(11) Frail elderly—Older persons having a physical or mental disability, including having Alzheimer’s disease or a related disorder with neurological or organic brain dysfunction, that restricts the ability of the individual to perform normal daily tasks or which threatens the capacity of the individual to live independently.

(12) Home and community services—Services offered to eligible adults in a non-institutional setting.

(13) Homebound—One who is confined to the home because of illness or incapacitating disability.

(14) Home-delivered nutrition services—Nutrition services delivered to homebound or otherwise isolated recipients in their homes.

(15) Information and assistance—Providing a prompt, accurate and pertinent response to an inquiry, which may include directing the person to the appropriate resource.

(16) Low-income—Persons whose annual income is at or below the poverty threshold established by the Office of Management and Budget.

(17) Meal pattern—A meal consisting of three (3) ounces of meat or meat alternate, two (2) or three (3) kinds of vegetables and fruits to total one (1) cup serving, one (1) serving of enriched or whole grain bread or alternate, one (1) teaspoon of butter or fortified margarine, one-half (1/2) cup dessert and one (1) cup of milk.

(18) Minority—Individuals of the following racial/ethnic compositions: American Indian/Alaskan Native; Asian/Pacific Islander; Black, not of Hispanic origin; or Hispanic.

(19) Multipurpose senior center—A community or neighborhood facility for the organization and provision of a broad spectrum of services which shall include, but not be limited to, provision of health, including mental health, social, nutrition and educational services and the provision of facilities for recreational activities for older persons.

(20) Nutrition services—Provision of congregate or home-delivered meals, or both.

(21) Older person—A person sixty (60) years of age or older.

(22) Outreach—A service within the access category involving a first time individualized face-to-face contact initiated by the area agency or service provider to identify the underserved elderly population, inform them of available community resources and, if appropriate, assist them in gaining access to needed services.

(23) Potentially hazardous food—Any perishable food which consists in whole or in part of milk or milk products, eggs, meat, poultry, fish, shellfish or other ingredients in a form capable of supporting rapid and progressive growth of infectious or toxigenic microorganisms. The term does not include foods which have a pH level of four and six-tenths (4.6) or below.

(24) Principles of menu planning—Planning menus to provide variety in food selection, preparation, texture, shape and size of food and compatibility in food flavors and colors.

(25) Public information—Provision of information to the public where seniors gain access to area agency services or the information meets a need of the elderly.

(26) Senior center—A facility providing nutrition services and a variety of supportive services to older persons.

(27) Service provider—Any agency which contracts with the Missouri Division of Aging or an Area Agency on Aging to provide services directly to older persons.

(28) Service recipient—An eligible individual who receives one (1) or more services.

(29) Social need, greatest—The need caused by noneconomic factors which include physical and mental disabilities, language barriers, and cultural, social or geographical isolation including that caused by racial or ethnic status which restricts an individual’s ability to perform normal daily tasks or which threatens the capacity to live independently.

(30) Supportive program—A set of services consisting, at a minimum, of the categories of access, in-home, legal and ombudsman.

(31) Supportive service center—A facility providing only activities and supportive services, but no nutrition services.

(32) Volunteer—A person, other than staff or Senior Community Service Employment Program (SCSEP) enrollees, who contributes personal service.
19 CSR 15-7.010 General Requirements for All Service Providers

PURPOSE: This rule describes the general requirements that all service providers shall meet to receive grants or subgrants to provide services for older persons or low income handicapped adults funded by the division or area agencies.

(1) Service providers shall meet all applicable state and local licensure and safety requirements for the provision of those particular services.

(2) Service providers shall maintain any licensure, certification or registration mandated by any state or local government, body or board.

(3) Service providers shall allow only employees or volunteers holding a current license, certification or registration to perform those tasks, duties or functions for which licensure, certification or registration is required by any state or local agency, board, or body.

(4) Service providers shall have an adequate number of staff (paid or volunteer) who are qualified to perform assigned functions in order to implement the activities and services.

(A) Multilingual staff shall be available when there are substantial numbers of non-English speaking service recipients.

(B) A written job description for each position function and responsibility and the line of supervisory authority for each position (paid and volunteer) shall be developed and maintained. Personnel qualifications shall meet job description requirements.

(C) A written performance evaluation of each paid staff member shall be done at least annually and shall be maintained in the employee’s personnel file.

(D) A training file shall be maintained that documents the type of training provided, names of staff and volunteers participating, number of hours of training provided and date(s) training was provided. A report of each employee’s orientation and in-service training provided by the service provider and from other sources shall be placed in that employee’s personnel file.

(5) Centers shall be in compliance with all applicable state and local fire and safety laws, as well as the following requirements:

(A) If the division determines that the state or local fire safety laws, ordinances or codes are not adequate to assure the safety of older persons or for any locality that has no governing fire and safety laws, ordinances or codes, the provisions of the National Fire Protection Association Life Safety Code (NFPA No. 101, 1981 edition) for places of assembly shall apply;

(B) Centers shall have installed and shall maintain in operable condition an adequate number of smoke detectors and fire extinguishers of the appropriate type as determined by consultation with state or local fire authorities. All smoke detectors and fire extinguishers shall be located within the premises according to the recommendations of state or local fire authorities;

(C) Centers shall develop a written safety and evacuation plan for assuring the safety of service recipients, staff and volunteers in case of fire or other hazardous situations and evacuation drills shall be conducted periodically. Copies of the plan shall be on file at the center and at the area agency’s office and a charted plan shall be posted conspicuously in the center. The plan and procedures shall include, but need not necessarily be limited to:

1. A written assessment of potential fire or safety hazards present on the premises and actions and procedures that are to be followed to minimize danger;

2. A written schedule for periodic check of smoke detectors and fire extinguishers to assure that adequate pressure or battery strength is maintained for efficient operation when needed; and

3. A written training plan including frequency of comprehensive and refresher training for staff and volunteers on safety responsibilities and actions to be taken if an emergency situation occurs with documentation of training sessions provided; and

(D) Fire inspections shall be conducted annually at all centers. At least every two (2) years the inspection shall be conducted by state or local fire authorities; on alternate years the area agency may conduct the inspection provided appropriate training has been received and the form required by the division is used. Documentation of the inspector’s report, recommendations and corrections of any deficiencies shall be maintained at the area agency and center offices.

(6) Service providers whose staff have direct physical contact with service recipients shall make emergency arrangements in consultation with relevant agencies, for dealing with service recipient personal emergencies, that include:

(A) Specific personnel designated and trained to take charge in an emergency;

(B) A person, present or immediately available during all hours that the center is open, who has successfully completed a training course in first aid or emergency care that included at least:

1. Basic first aid;

2. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR);

3. Heimlich maneuver; and

4. Guidelines on when to attempt first aid or when to take alternative action; and

(C) Written instructions posted conspicuously by each telephone which includes the 911 emergency telephone number, if available; or other local emergency telephone numbers, such as those of physicians, ambulances, hospital emergency rooms and local civil defense or disaster offices if the 911 number is not available in the community.

(7) Caterers and centers in which food is prepared, served, or both, shall be maintained in a safe and sanitary manner and shall be in compliance with all applicable state, county or city health codes. Each location at which food is prepared shall be inspected annually by state or local health authorities. Each location at which food is prepared shall be maintained in a safe and sanitary manner and shall be in compliance with all applicable state, county or city health codes. Each location at which food is prepared shall be inspected annually by state or local health authorities. Each location at which prepared food is received from another source shall be inspected annually. The inspection shall be conducted by state or local health authorities at least every two (2) years; on alternate years the area agency may conduct the inspection provided appropriate training has been received and the form required by the division is used. Documentation of the inspector’s report, recommendations and corrections of any deficiencies shall be kept at both the area agency and center offices.

(8) Service provider staff and volunteers shall be familiar with and shall be able to recognize situations of possible abuse, neglect, exploitation or likelihood of serious physical harm involving older persons. Conditions or circumstances which place the older person or the household in likelihood of serious physical harm shall be immediately reported to the division’s elderly abuse hotline (1-800-392-0210). Likelihood of serious physical harm means one (1) or more of the following:
(A) A substantial risk that physical harm to an adult will occur because of failure or inability to provide for essential human needs as evidenced by acts or behavior which have caused harm or which give another person probable cause to believe that the adult will sustain harm;

(B) A substantial risk that physical harm will be inflicted by an eligible adult upon him/herself, as evidenced by recent credible threats, acts or behavior which have caused harm or which places another person in reasonable fear that the eligible adult will sustain harm;

(C) A substantial risk that physical harm will be inflicted by an eligible adult upon another as evidenced by recent acts or behavior which has caused harm or which gives another person probable cause to believe the eligible adult will sustain harm;

(D) A substantial risk that further physical harm will occur to an eligible adult who has suffered physical injury, neglect, sexual or emotional abuse or other maltreatment or wasting of his/her financial resources by another person.

(9) Service providers shall provide the following:

(A) Public information and education activities to ensure that older persons are informed of the services available and have maximum opportunity for participation;

(B) Coordination with other service providers in the planning and service area to assure comprehensive delivery of services and reduce duplication; and

(C) A written complaint procedure through which the service recipient can communicate to the service provider aspects of the service which impact negatively upon them.

(10) Service providers who use volunteers shall develop a written plan for recruiting, orienting, training, supervising and terminating volunteers.

(11) Service providers shall serve older persons with the greatest economic or social need, especially low-income minority persons. Service providers may use methods such as location of services and specialization in the types of services most needed by these groups to meet this requirement. Service providers shall not use a means test to deny individuals services within the target population.

(12) Service providers shall obtain the views of service recipients about the services they receive.

(13) Service providers shall assure that federal funds shall not be used to replace funds from nonfederal sources and that the service provider shall continue or initiate efforts to obtain support from private sources or other public organizations.

(14) Service providers shall implement the provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 (PL 101-336) which prohibits discrimination against people with disabilities, to include:

(A) Operation of programs, services, and activities in such a manner as to be readily accessible to and usable by persons with disabilities;

(B) Senior centers are considered places of public accommodation and must therefore comply with the ADA. The responsibility to remove barriers in existing buildings is an ongoing process and area agencies should use the following priorities as a guide to increase accessibility: 1) access to the facility; 2) access to the area in which goods and services are available; 3) access to restroom facilities; and 4) removing any remaining barriers. Area agencies offering services in buildings where barrier removal is not readily achievable must develop a written implementation plan designed to achieve compliance, as well as a written policy outlining alternative methods to provide services during the interim. All renovations, alterations or new construction must ensure compliance with ADA requirements by using the ADA Standards for Accessible Design published in Appendix A to the Department of Justice Title III regulations, 28 CFR part 36; and

(C) Reasonable accommodation shall be made in policies, practices, and procedures to allow participation of persons with disabilities. To the greatest extent possible, services should be provided in an integrated setting; however, when barriers cannot be removed, alternative methods of providing the services, programs, and activities must be offered.

(15) Procedures for handling contributions shall be developed and implemented that include the following:

(A) Each recipient shall be provided with an opportunity to voluntarily contribute to the cost of the service;

(B) The privacy of each recipient with respect to his/her contribution shall be protected;

(C) Establish and implement a system of internal control that ensures all contributions received are fully and accurately recorded, deposited, accounted for, and reported to the area agency.

(16) Administrative policies and procedures shall be followed which include:


(B) Record keeping and confidentiality as cited in 13 CSR 15-4.300;

(C) Reporting systems to document and report all required program, fiscal and administrative information needed by the area agency. The system shall include format and timelines for submission and the following records:

1. Documentation of the total unduplicated low-income minority persons receiving services;

2. Records of paid staff time and volunteer time; and

3. Documentation of service recipient eligibility;

(D) Bonding for all volunteers, staff or governing body members who have fiscal
agreement with sectarian organizations may serve as a multipurpose senior center; a place of worship even though the building that is also intended to be used, or is used, as a place of worship. Such a facility may be used to renovate, alter or construct a building by purchase or lease or constructed using federal or state funds may not be used for political campaigning on behalf of any candidate for local, state or national office unless—

(A) The political discussion is a planned, scheduled activity;
(B) All candidates for a particular office are personally present or afforded the opportunity to be present; and
(C) All candidates are afforded the opportunity to present their views through a series of discussions, scheduled at intervals, but given equal time.


19 CSR 15-7.021 In-Home Service Standards

PURPOSE: This rule sets forth standards to be met by any agency which contracts with the Missouri Department of Social Services, Division of Aging for provision of in-home services.

1. The Department of Health and Senior Services (also referred to as the department), Division of Senior Services (also referred to as the division) payment to the provider is made on behalf of an eligible client as an act of indirect or third-party reimbursement and is not made as a payment for the purchase of a service. Only those services authorized by the division shall be reimbursable to the provider.

2. The in-home service provider shall deliver services in compliance with the standards set forth in this rule and 13 CSR 70-91.010 Personal Care Program, 13 CSR 70-3.020 Title XIX Provider Enrollment, and 13 CSR 70-3.030 Sanctions for False and Fraudulent Claims for Title XIX Services.

3. Failure of the in-home service provider to comply with the terms of the contract and these standards may constitute a breach of contract.

4. In accordance with the protective service mandate (Chapter 660, RSMo), the division may take immediate action to protect clients from providers who are found to be out of compliance with the requirements of this rule and of any other rule applicable to the in-home services program, when such noncompliance is determined by the division to create a risk of injury or harm to clients.

(A) Evidence of such risk may include:
1. Unreliable, inadequate, falsified, or fraudulent documentation of service delivery or training;
2. Failure to deliver services in a reliable and dependable manner;
3. Use of in-home service workers who do not meet the minimum employment requirements or training standards of this rule;
4. Failure to comply with the requirements for background screening of employees (sections 660.315, RSMo and 660.317, RSMo); or
5. Discontinuing services outside the provisions specified in section (16) of this rule without the knowledge and consent of the client for a period of one (1) week or three (3) consecutive scheduled service delivery dates, whichever is shorter.

(B) Immediate action may include, but is not limited to:
1. Removing the provider from any list of providers, and for clients who request the unsafe and noncompliant provider, informing the clients of the determination of noncompliance after which any informed choice will be honored by the division; or
2. Informing current clients served by the provider of the provider’s noncompliance and that the division has determined the provider unable to deliver safe care. Such clients will be allowed to choose a different provider from the list maintained by the division which will then be immediately authorized to provide service to them.

5. The division will not consider any proposal for an in-home services contract and subsequent enrollment as a Medicaid personal care provider under 13 CSR 70-91.010(3) unless the proposal is fully completed, properly attested to or affirmed by a person with the expressed authority to sign the proposal, and contains all required attachments.
3. Direct client assistance—The worker will provide direct client assistance as needed to meet needs usually provided by the regular caregiver.

(B) Basic respite care services are provided to clients with nonskilled needs.

(C) Advanced respite care services are maintenance and supervisory services provided to a client with nonskilled needs that require specialized training.

1. Clients appropriate for this service include persons with special needs, requiring a higher level of personal oversight as determined by the division.

2. An initial on-site evaluation of the client’s condition and identification of special training needs for the advanced respite care worker shall be made by the provider RN prior to initiation of service.

3. A monthly nurse visit will be authorized for each advanced respite care client for each month advanced respite care is authorized. During the visit the nurse will evaluate and document the client’s condition and adequacy of the care plan.

4. Although monthly visits may be performed by a licensed nurse, for clients receiving ongoing advanced respite care services, it is required that the on-site visit be conducted by an RN at six (6) month intervals.

(D) Nurse respite care services are maintenance and supervisory services provided to a client with special skilled needs. Nurse respite care services are provided to relieve a caregiver who lives with the client.

1. Clients appropriate for this service include persons with special needs as determined by the division.

2. An initial on-site evaluation of the client’s condition and identification of special training needs for the nurse respite care worker shall be made by the provider RN prior to initiation of service.

3. For clients receiving ongoing nurse respite care services, it is required that an on-site evaluation be conducted by an RN at six (6) month intervals. The RN evaluation shall document the client’s condition and the adequacy of the care plan.

7. Homemaker services are general household activities provided by a trained homemaker when the client is unable to manage the home and care for him/herself or others in the home or when the individual (other than the client) who is regularly responsible for these activities is temporarily absent. Homemaker services shall include, at a minimum, the following activities:

(A) Plan and prepare meals, including special diet menus; cleanup after meals;

(B) Wash dishes, pots, pans and utensils;

(C) Clean kitchen counters, cupboards and appliances, including oven, surface burners and inside refrigerator;

(D) Clean bathroom fixtures;

(E) Make beds and change sheets;

(F) Sweep, vacuum and scrub floors;

(G) Tidy and dust the home;

(H) Launder clothes and linens;

(I) Iron and mend clothes;

(J) Wash inside windows and clean blinds that are within reach without climbing;

(K) Bag trash inside the home and put it out for pick up;

(L) Shop for essential items (for example, groceries, cleaning supplies, etc.);

(M) Perform essential errands (for example, pick up medication, post mail, etc.);

(N) Read and write essential correspondence for blind, illiterate or physically impaired clients; and

(O) Instruct the client in ways to become self-sufficient in performing household tasks.

8. Optional homemaker services are household tasks necessary to maintain a safe and habitable home environment provided intermittently as needed by a trained homemaker. Optional homemaker services include the following activities:

(A) Wash walls and woodwork;

(B) Clean closets, basements and attics;

(C) Shampoo rugs;

(D) Spray for insects within the home with over-the-counter supplies;

(E) Perform rodent control within the home (for example, setting traps and putting out over-the-counter supplies);

(F) Read and write essential correspondence for blind, illiterate or physically impaired clients; and

(G) Wash or change curtains, drapes, or both;

(H) Wash inside windows, clean blinds, or both, which require climbing;

(I) Bag outside trash; and

(J) Outside maintenance including lawn mowing, raking or snow removal.

9. The range of homemaker and respite activities the in-home worker provides is mutually determined by the provider agency and the client.

10. Basic personal care services are maintenance services provided to a client in the individual’s residence to assist with the activities of daily living. Regulations for personal care are filed at 13 CSR 70-91.010.

11. Advanced personal care services are maintenance services provided to a recipient in the individual’s home to assist with activities of daily living when this assistance requires devices and procedures related to
altered body functions. Regulations for advanced personal care are filed at 13 CSR 70-91.010.

(12) Authorized nurse visits are skilled nursing services of a maintenance or preventive nature provided to clients with stable chronic conditions. They are provided at the client’s residence and prior-authorized by the division case manager. These services are not intended primarily as treatment for an acute health condition. Authorized nurse visit services may be provided by a licensed practical nurse (LPN) under the direction of a registered nurse (RN). Regulations for authorized nurse visits are filed at 13 CSR 70-91.010.

(13) The in-home service provider shall not perform and shall not be reimbursed for the following activities:

(A) Providing therapeutic/health-related activities that should be performed by a registered nurse, licensed practical nurse or home health aide under Titles XVIII or XIX home health programs;
(B) Providing transportation services;
(C) Administering over-the-counter or prescribed medications;
(D) Performing household services not essential to the client’s needs; and
(E) Providing friendly visiting.

(14) Prior to approval by the division for an in-home services contract and subsequent enrollment as a Medicaid personal care provider under 13 CSR 70-91.010(3), in addition to the contract, after August 1, 1998, all providers must—
(A) Designate to the division the manager who will be responsible for the provider’s day-to-day operation. This manager shall be a policy maker and direct the provider’s record keeping, service delivery verification, hiring and firing practices and staff training;
(B) Ensure that the designated manager succeeds in the course of the month may be accumulated over the billing cycle; partial units shall not be reimbursed except as authorized by the division.
(C) Advanced respite care is authorized in one (1)-hour units, six to eight (6–8)-hour blocks and twenty-four (24)-hour blocks.
(D) Nurse respite care is authorized as a-four (4)-hour block of service, per unit.
(E) The monthly invoice submitted to the Division of Aging for in-home service shall not exceed actual delivered units of services.
(17) The in-home service provider shall meet, at a minimum, the following administrative requirements:
(A) Successfully contact at least two (2) credible references for each employee within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of employment. The term “credible” references shall mean former employers or other knowledgeable persons, excluding relatives of the employee. The documentation shall include the name of the employer and the individual giving the reference, the date, the response given when the reference was obtained by
telephone and the signature of the person receiving the reference;

(C) Monitor a current copy of the department’s Employee Disqualification List to ensure that no current or prospective employee’s name appears on the list and discharge and such employee once it is discovered by the provider that the employee is on the Employee Disqualification List;

(D) Have the capability to provide service outside of regular business hours, on weekends and on holidays as authorized by the division;

(E) Protect the department and its employees, agents or representatives from any and all liability, loss, damage, cost and expense which may accrue or be sustained by the department, its officers, agents or employees as a result of claims, demands, costs, suits or judgments against it arising from the loss, injury, destruction or damage, either to person or property, sustained in connection with the performance of the in-home service;

(F) Maintain a commercial general liability insurance policy in full force and effect that covers all places of business and any and all clients, customers, employees and volunteers. Such policy shall be an occurrence policy and shall provide coverage for no less than one (1) million dollars per event and three (3) million dollars aggregate and shall include coverage for negligent acts and omissions of the provider’s employees and volunteers in the provision of services to clients in such clients’ homes. Such policy shall name the division as a certificate holder. Providers shall also maintain a professional liability insurance policy in full force and effect that covers all places of business and any and all clients, customers, employees and volunteers. Such policy shall provide coverage for no less than one (1) million dollars per event and three (3) million dollars aggregate and shall include coverage for negligent acts and omissions of the provider’s employees and/or volunteers in the provision of professional services to clients in such clients’ homes. Such policy shall name the division as a certificate holder. The policies shall be coordinated to ensure coverage for all negligent acts and omissions in the provision of the in-home services described in this rule and in 13 CSR 70-91.010, by the provider’s employees and volunteers. Additionally, providers shall maintain an employee dishonesty bond covering employees and volunteers who are connected with the delivery and performance of in-home services in the client’s home;

(G) Furnish adequate identification (ID) to employees of the provider. This ID shall be carried by the employee in a way that the client can see the name of the agency with whom the aide is employed. A permanent ID including the provider’s name, employee’s name and title shall be considered adequate ID. At the time of employment, an ID shall be issued which will meet the ID requirement. The provider shall require the return of the ID from each employee upon termination of employment;

(H) Ensure that no in-home services worker is a member of the immediate family of the client being served by that worker. An immediate family member is defined as a parent; sibling; child by blood, adoption, or marriage; spouse; grandparent or grandchild;

(I) Notify the division’s central office and regional manager of any changes in location, telephone number, administrative or corporate status;

(J) Have and enforce a written code of ethics which is distributed to all employees and clients. The code of ethics shall allow use of the bathroom facilities, and, with the client’s consent, eat the lunch provided by the worker, in the client’s home. The code of ethics shall be reviewed with the client, caregiver or family when appropriate, and include, at a minimum, the following prohibitions:

1. Use of client’s car;
2. Consumption of client’s food or drink (except water);
3. Use of client’s telephone for personal calls;
4. Discussion of own or other’s personal problems, religious or political beliefs with the client;
5. Acceptance of gifts or tips;
6. Bringing other persons to the client’s home;
7. Consumption of alcoholic beverages, or use of medicine or drugs for any purpose, other than medical, in the client’s home or prior to service delivery;
8. Smoking in client’s home;
9. Solicitation or acceptance of money or goods for personal gain from the client;
10. Breach of the client’s privacy and confidentiality of information and records;
11. Purchase of any item from the client even at fair market value;
12. Assuming control of the financial or personal affairs, or both, of the client or of his/her estate including power of attorney, conservatorship or guardianship;
13. Taking anything from the client’s home;
14. Committing any act of abuse, neglect or exploitation;

(K) Ensure prompt initiation of authorized services to new clients. The provider shall deliver the in-home service within seven (7) calendar days of receipt of the service authorization from the division case manager or on the beginning date specified by the authorization, whichever is later, and on a regular basis after that in accordance with the care plan. The date of receipt must be recorded on each service authorization by the provider. Verbal authorization shall be effective upon acceptance by the provider and services must begin as agreed. If service is not initiated within the required time period, detailed written justification must be sent to the division case manager with a copy maintained in the client’s file;

(L) Recommend, verbally or in writing, changes to the authorized care plan any time the client has an ongoing need for service activities which may require more or fewer units than the amount specified in the care plan;

(M) Keep documentation of undelivered services, including the reason for this failure to deliver authorized units;

(N) Be aware that in-home services provided shall not be reimbursed unless authorized in writing by the division;

(O) Ensure that all subcontractors comply with all standards required by section (2) of this rule;

(P) Shall give a written statement of the client’s rights and review the statement with each client and primary caregiver, when appropriate at the time service is initiated. The statement of client rights must contain at a minimum, the right to:

1. Be treated with respect and dignity;
2. Have all personal and medical information kept confidential;
3. Have direction over the services provided, to the degree possible, within the care plan authorized;
4. Know the provider’s established grievance procedure and how to make a complaint about the service and receive cooperation to reach a resolution, without fear of retribution;
5. Receive service without regard to race, creed, color, age, sex or national origin; and
6. Receive a copy of the provider’s code of ethics under which services are provided;

(Q) Have a system through which clients may present grievances concerning the operation of the in-home service program and/or delivery of care;

(R) Report all instances of potential abuse, neglect, exploitation of a client, or any combination of these, to the division’s Elder Abuse Hotline (1-800-392-0210), including all instances which may involve an employee of the provider agency;

(S) Copayment, as determined by the division’s case manager, shall be collected...
monthly from non-Medicaid clients. Liability levels for copayment are based on a sliding fee schedule as determined by the division. The money collected as copayment replaces the amount withheld from reimbursement by the automated payment system. Prompt and reasonable attempts to collect from the client, the client’s guardian or estate shall be made by the provider. Failure of clients to submit the required copayment, when determined to be a condition of participation, shall be reported to the division. Failure of clients to comply with copayment requirements may result in termination of services. Unsuccessful attempts to collect from the estate of a deceased client are to be referred to the home and community services department director of the division;

(T) Implement a contribution system which accounts for contributions received from clients for in-home services. Non-Medicaid clients shall be informed of their right to voluntarily contribute when they are admitted for services. Services shall not be denied to any client based on failure to make a contribution. Reports of contributions by county shall be made to each home and community services regional manager including the balance on hand, contributions received, contributions used for division authorized services, and ending balance. The provider shall submit to the regional manager, a contributor report at the end of any month in which contributions are received and/or expended;

(U) Understand that both program and fiscal monitoring of the in-home service program shall be conducted by the division or its designee.
1. Monitoring visits may be announced or unannounced.
2. The division shall disclose the findings of the visit to the provider.
3. Upon request by the division, the provider shall submit a written plan for correcting areas found to be out of compliance;

(V) Designate trainer(s) to perform the sessions required as part of the basic training. The designated trainer(s) may be the RN, LPN, supervisor, or an experienced aide who has been employed by the provider agency at least six (6) months. A list of designated trainers must be available for monitoring; and

(W) Providers must establish, enforce and implement a policy whereby all contents of the personnel files of its employees are made available to department employees or representatives when requested as part of an official investigation of abuse, neglect, financial exploitation, misappropriation of client’s funds or property, or falsification of documentation which verifies service delivery.

(19) In-home service providers shall meet, at a minimum, the following personnel requirements:

(A) The in-home provider shall employ an RN or designate an RN as a consultant, who meets each of the following qualifications:
1. Currently licensed in Missouri;
2. Have at least one (1)-year verifiable experience with direct care of the elderly, disabled, or infirm;
3. Meet the RN supervisory requirements for personal care and advanced personal care in accordance with 13 CSR 70-91.010;

(B) A supervisor shall be designated by the provider to supervise the day-to-day delivery of in-home service who shall be at least twenty-one (21) years of age and meet at least one (1) of the following requirements:
1. Be a registered nurse who is currently licensed in Missouri; or
2. Possess a baccalaureate degree; or
3. Be a licensed practical nurse who is currently licensed in Missouri with at least one (1) year of experience with the direct care to the elderly, disabled or infirm; or
4. Have at least three (3) years experience with the direct care to the elderly disabled or infirm.

(C) All in-home service workers employed by the provider shall meet the following requirements:
1. Be at least eighteen (18) years of age;
2. Be able to read, write and follow directions; and meet at least one (1) of the following requirements:
   A. Have at least six (6) months paid work experience as an agency homemaker, nurse aide, maid or household worker; or
   B. At least one (1) years experience, paid or unpaid, in caring for children or for sick or aged individuals; or
   C. Successful completion of formal training in nursing arts or as a nurse aide or home health aide;

(D) All advanced personal care aides and advanced respite care workers employed by the provider shall be—
1. A licensed practical nurse; or
2. Certified nurse assistant; or
3. A competency evaluated home health aide having completed both written and demonstration portions of the test required by the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services and 42 CFR 484.36; or
4. Documented to have worked successfully for the provider for a minimum of three (3) consecutive months while working at least fifteen (15) hours per week as an in-home aide that has received personal care training;

(E) All individuals employed to deliver authorized nurse visits shall be currently licensed to practice as a registered nurse or a licensed practical nurse in Missouri;

(F) The division does not require employees delivering only optional chore services outside the client’s home as specified in (8)(J) to have experience as required in (19)(C)2. of this rule; and

(G) The provider shall inform employees, of applicable requirements for registration with the Family Care Safety Registry (FCSR) pursuant to the requirements of sections 210.900, RSMo to 210.936, RSMo.

(20) The RN required by (19)(A) of this rule will be primarily responsible for ensuring that policies and procedures of the in-home service provider meet the clinical standards for proper care of clients, training of staff, and general clinical integrity of the in-home service provider. Such responsibilities shall include, at a minimum, the following functions:

(A) Monitor or provide oversight to staff that supervise in-home workers in the direct provision of services to assure that services are being delivered in accordance with the care plan;

(B) Direct or oversee staff responsible for in-home worker orientation and in-service training required herein; assure all training requirements are met; and ensure that in-home workers are trained to competently perform all basic and advanced service tasks as specified in this rule;

(C) Provide oversight to the process and documents used by the staff who conduct annual supervisory visits and have in place a system that ensures that completed evaluations are reviewed by the nurse when appropriate;

(D) Assure that appropriate recommendations or reports are forwarded to the division including: requests to increase, reduce or discontinue services, changes in the client’s condition, noncompliance with care plan, nondelivery of authorized services, or the need for increased division involvement;

(E) Establish, implement and enforce a policy governing communicable diseases that prohibits provider staff contact with clients when the employee has a communicable condition including colds or flu;

(F) Assure compliance with reporting requirements governing communicable diseases, including hepatitis and tuberculosis, as set by the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services (19 CSR 20-20.020); and

(G) Monitor or provide oversight of nurse tasks or functions delegated to and performed by the LPN.
(21) The in-home service supervisor’s responsibilities shall include, at a minimum, the following functions:

(A) Monitoring the provision of services by the in-home service worker to assure that services are being delivered in accordance with the care plan. This shall be primarily in the form of an at least monthly review and comparison of the worker’s record of provided services with the care plan.

(B) Documentation must be kept on clients with a delivery rate of less than eighty percent (80%) of the authorized units of in-home service. For each client with a delivery rate less than eighty percent (80%) of the authorized units of in-home services authorized for the time period being reviewed, the number of units of service delivered and the non-delivery code will be sent to the division regional manager monthly on a form acceptable to the regional manager. Discrepancies for these clients concerning the frequency of delivered services and/or the in-home service tasks delivered, the corrective action taken, will be signed and dated by the supervisor and be readily available for monitoring or inspection;

(C) Evaluating, in writing, each in-home service aide’s performance at least annually. The evaluation shall be based in part on at least one (1) on-site visit. The aide must be present during the visit. The evaluation will include, in addition to the aide’s performance, the adequacy of the care plan, including review of the care plan with the client. The written report of the evaluation shall contain documentation of the visit, including the client’s name, the date and time of the visit, the aide’s name and the supervisor’s observations and notes from the visit. The evaluation shall be signed and dated by the supervisor who prepared it and by the aide. If the required evaluation is not performed or not documented, the aide’s qualifications to provide the services may be presumed inadequate and all payments made for services by that aide may be recouped;

(D) Communicating with the division case manager and provider RN regarding changes in any client’s condition, changes in scope or frequency of service delivery and recommending changes in the number of units of service per month including written documentation of that communication; and

(E) Assure that all individuals, who may not be considered employees, but work for the provider in any capacity involving direct care of clients have a signed agreement detailing the employment arrangement, including all rights and responsibilities. Such agreement would apply to all individuals hired through contract or other employment arrangement.

(22) The in-home service provider shall have a written plan for providing training for new aides, respite care workers and homemakers which shall include, at a minimum, the following requirements:

(A) Twenty (20) hours of orientation training for in-home service workers, including at least two (2) hours orientation to the provider agency and the agency’s protocols for handling emergencies, within thirty (30) days of employment.

1. Eight (8) hours of classroom training will be provided prior to the first day of client contact.

2. New employee orientation curricula shall include an overview of Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias and methods of communicating with persons with dementia pursuant to the requirements of 660.050(22)8, RSMo.

3. Twelve (12) hours of required orientation training may be waived for aides and homemakers with adequate documentation in the employee’s records that s/he has received similar training during the current or preceding year or has been employed at least half-time for six (6) months or more within the current or preceding year.

4. All orientation training (except the required two (2) hours provider agency orientation) may be waived with documentation, placed in the aide’s personnel record, that the aide is a licensed practical nurse, registered nurse or certified nurse assistant. The documentation shall include the employee’s license or certification number which must be current and in good standing at the time the training was waived;

(B) Ten (10) hours of in-service training annually are required after the first twelve (12) months of employment. In-service training curricula shall include updates on Alzheimer’s disease and related dementia; and

(C) Additional training requirements for in-home workers providing advanced respite must be determined and provided by a provider agency RN following assessment of the client’s condition and needs.

(23) The in-home service provider shall have written documentation of all basic and in-service training provided which includes, at a minimum:

(A) A report of each employee’s training in that employee’s personnel record. The report shall document the dates of all classroom or on-the-job training, trainer’s name, topics, number of hours and location, the date of the first client contact and shall include the aide’s signature.

(B) If a provider waives the in-service training, the employee’s training record shall contain documentation sufficient to support the waiver. In-service training shall not be waived, unless the employee’s record contains documentation that the employee has received Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias training.

(C) The provider agency shall keep a training record or folder that contains:

1. A list of all training sessions held by the provider to fulfill training requirements;

2. A copy of all agendas showing date, time and duration of training sessions; and

3. Qualifications of trainer(s), if other than the provider agency RN.

(24) The in-home service provider shall maintain, at a minimum, the following records in a central location for five (5) years. Records must be provided to the department staff or designees upon request, and must be maintained in a manner that will ensure they are readily available for monitoring or inspection. Records include:

(A) Individual client case or clinical records including records of service provision. These are confidential and shall be protected from damage, theft and unauthorized inspection and shall include, at a minimum, the following:

1. The authorization for services forms from the division which documents authorization for all units of service provided;

2. Individual worker delivery records that accurately document the client’s name, dates of service delivery, beginning time and ending time for each service delivery date activities or tasks performed, aide’s signature and the client’s signature verifying each date(s) of service. If the client is unable to sign, another responsible person present in the home during service delivery may sign to verify the time and activities reported or the client may make his/her mark (x) which shall be witnessed by a minimum of one (1) person who may be the aide or homemaker. If these documents are not filed in the client’s case record, they must be readily available for monitoring or inspection;

3. Documentation explaining discrepancies between authorized and delivered services including a description of corrective action taken, when applicable, and documentation of information forwarded to the division;

4. All registered nurse clinical notes concerning the client;
5. Documentation of all correspondence and contacts with the client’s physician or other care providers;
6. Copies of written communication transmitted to and from the division case manager; and
7. Any other pertinent documentation regarding the client.

(B) Individual personnel record for each employee which is a confidential record and shall be protected from damage, theft and unauthorized inspection and shall include, at a minimum, the following:
1. Employment application containing the employee’s signature and documentation sufficient to verify the employee meets age, education, and work experience requirements. The record shall document employment and termination dates;
2. Documentation of at least two (2) credible reference contacts;
3. Documentation concerning all training and certification received;
4. Documentation supporting any waiver of employment or training requirements;
5. Annual performance evaluation which includes observations from one (1) on-site visit;
6. A signed statement documenting that the employee received and reviewed a copy of the client’s rights, the code of ethics and the service provider’s policy regarding confidentiality of client information and that all were explained prior to service delivery;
7. A signed statement verifying that the supervisor received and reviewed a copy of the in-home service standards;
8. Statement identifying the employee’s position, including whether the employee performs administrative duties for the provider or delivers services to clients;
9. Returned permanent ID for a term of employment; and
10. Verification of the current Missouri certified nurse assistant, licensed practical nurse or registered nurse license including, at least, the license or certificate number;

(C) Accurate records documenting dates and amount of contributions received and expended. Records of contributions received should list the name of each contributor and the date and amount of the contribution. The contribution expenditure records should list the name and amount of the contribution. The contribution expenditure records should list the name and address of each client, dates of service delivery, time spent on each date, activities performed, aide’s name and the client’s signature for each date of service; and

(D) Documentation of each Employee Disqualification List and criminal background screening sufficient to show the identity of the person who was screened, the dates the screening was requested and completed and the outcome of the screening.

AUTHORITY: section 660.050, RSMo 2000.*


19 CSR 15-7.040 Transportation Service Standards

PURPOSE: This rule sets forth the minimum standards to be met by a transportation service provider receiving state or federal funds for the operation of transportation services for persons aged sixty and over and handicapped adults aged eighteen through fifty-nine and applies to all transportation service delivery systems, both direct and indirect.

(1) The transportation service provider shall meet the following requirements:

(A) Have sufficient phones and personnel to handle calls regarding the service;

(B) Develop and operate an efficient system for scheduling trips to assure that the service is dependable and no passenger is left stranded;

(C) Service will be provided for the duration of a contract period or as agreed upon by the AAA and service provider; and

(D) Have a program manual available to all employees and volunteers detailing its operational policies, procedures and general requirements applicable to service provision.

(2) A driver is any individual engaged in the operation of a motor vehicle providing transportation services to persons over age 60 and/or disabled between the ages of 18 and 59; and whose sponsoring agency and/or employer is a recipient of funding through the Division of Aging and/or an area agency on aging. Documentation shall be maintained by the service provider, on each driver, that includes:

(A) The driver’s health record. Documentation, signed by the driver, that no physical or health limitation exists that prevents competent operation of the motor vehicle or ability to assist any service recipient in and out of the vehicle who requires or requests it;

(B) Either a current and valid commercial carrier or livery permit issued by regulatory entities such as the Missouri Department of Economic Development, Division of Transportation, or local municipal taxi/livery ordinances attesting to the driver’s qualifications to transport persons. Or, in lieu of a license or permit issued by a cognizant regulatory body, the driver’s driving record showing that the driver has had no driving while intoxicated or under the influence of a controlled substance conviction within three (3) years prior to driving for the transportation service provider and that the driver has not had driver/chauffeur’s license revoked within three (3) years or prior to driving for the provider;

(C) A copy of the driver’s valid and current chauffeur’s license and/or driver’s license; and

(D) Documentation of the driver’s participation in orientation and in-service training.

(3) Orientation and In-Service Training.

(A) Prior to actual transport of service recipients, each driver shall have completed the transportation service providers orientation training. Any volunteer who even occasionally transports shall have received at least a brief orientation.

(B) Orientation shall include the following:

1. Transportation service provider policies and procedures;

2. Characteristics of the aging process and major disabling conditions;

3. Use of common assistive devices by elderly and handicapped persons;

4. Methods of handling wheelchairs;

5. Methods of moving, lifting and transferring passengers with mobility limitations or who use assistive devices;

6. Operation of lifts, ramps and wheelchair securement devices if the vehicle to be operated is equipped with them;

7. Use of a fire extinguisher;

8. Methods of keeping accurate and accountable records or reports, or both;

9. Written instructions on proper actions to be taken in problem situations (for example, emergency situations, passenger problems and vehicle breakdowns); and

10. Successful completion of an in-service training course in first aid or emergency care that included at least:

   A. Basic first aid;

   B. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation;

   C. Heimlich maneuver;

   D. Guidelines on when to attempt first aid or when to take alternative action; and

   E. Instruction on universal precautions regarding handling body fluids, including how to use a blood-borne pathogen kit.
(C) The transportation service provider should require drivers to participate in a defensive driving training program.

(D) Other personnel, such as schedulers and dispatchers, should receive training appropriate to their job functions.

(4) Fiscal and Program Records.

(A) Fiscal and program records shall be submitted to the contracting agency on a timely and proper basis.

(B) The service provider shall maintain time records that document the number of hours worked per week for each employee and volunteer.

(C) Documentation verifying the recipient's use of the service provider's transportation system shall be maintained.

(D) The transportation service provider shall have a method, approved by the contracting agency, for documenting units of service delivered and obtaining an unduplicated count of individual service recipients.

(5) Files and records regarding vehicles and/or vehicular fleets shall be kept by the provider that should contain the following documentation:

(A) Vehicle ownership or lease agreement;

(B) Current vehicle license;

(C) Current vehicle safety inspection as required by state law;

(D) Vehicle maintenance schedule including the date of each service, repair and replacement; and

(E) That transportation service provider-owned or leased vehicle is properly insured.

(6) Any driver, using personally-owned vehicles to transport service recipients shall maintain proper vehicle insurance and shall sign an agreement indicating understanding and acceptance of liability.

(7) Vehicles shall meet the following requirements:

(A) All vehicles shall be legally licensed;

(B) All vehicles shall receive a vehicle safety inspection, as required by state law, shall be clean and in good repair;

(C) All vehicles shall carry the following safety equipment:

1. Extra electrical fuses;

2. Fire extinguisher, ABC type;

3. Three (3) reflective orange triangles or similar emergency warning devices;

4. Spare tire and jack unless they are radio/phone equipped and able to summon assistance;

5. Flashlight;

6. Ice scraper;

7. Emergency first-aid kit; and

8. Blood-borne pathogen kit;

(D) All vehicles shall have for each passenger an available seat that is securely fastened to the floor of the vehicle. Cars and vans shall have a useable seat belt, include seat belt extenders as needed, for each person being transported;

(E) All vans and buses shall have accessible emergency exit(s) with appropriate emergency procedures posted in compliance with Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 217; and

(F) All vans and buses shall have a stationary or removable step to aid entry and exit of the vehicle. This step shall be capable of safely supporting three hundred pounds (300 lbs.); shall be placed that it is no more than twelve inches (12") above ground level; and shall have a nonskid top surface no less than eight inches by twelve inches (8" x 12"). Removable steps shall be properly secured while the vehicle is in motion.

(8) Vehicle requirements transporting an individual remaining in a wheelchair are as follows:

(A) Wheelchair safety locks shall be available and used when a wheelchair is in use during transport if a vehicle is ramp/lift equipped;

(B) All wheelchair lifts used on vehicles shall be certified as being capable of regularly servicing a minimum capacity of six hundred pounds (600 lbs.); and

(C) All wheelchair ramps used on vehicles shall be certified as being capable of regularly servicing a minimum capacity of four hundred pounds (400 lbs.).

(9) Drivers shall observe the following safety precautions:

(A) Assure that all passengers are seated before vehicle is put into motion;

(B) Encourage passengers to use seat belts;

(C) Not allow firearms, alcoholic beverages in opened containers, unauthorized controlled substances or highly combustible materials to be transported in vehicle;

(D) Allow service animals in the vehicle, as needed; however, other animals shall not be allowed;

(E) Assure that all packages are safely stored before putting the vehicle in motion;

(F) Assist each passenger to enter and exit the vehicle as needed;

(G) Assure that passengers enter and exit the vehicle in unobstructed and safe locations;

(H) Observe all posted speed limits and modify driving according to weather hazards;

(I) Not use alcohol prior to or while driving;

(J) Not use any prescribed or patent medication that may impair driving ability prior to or while driving; and

(K) Not smoke during transport of riders.

(10) Drivers are authorized to deny transportation to a service recipient attempting to board the vehicle who, in the judgment of the driver—

(A) Is intoxicated;

(B) Is too ill or experiencing an emergency an emergency health episode;

(C) Has a mobility limitation that prevents safe entry or exit from the vehicle even with reasonable human or mechanical assistance;

(D) Demonstrates violent or unruly behavior;

(11) Drivers shall report incidents of denial of transportation to the transportation service provider. Written documentation of incident shall be maintained.

(12) Without written approval of the contracting agency, the transportation service provider shall not suspend service to a passenger for more than five (5) consecutive days due to problems with the service recipient.

(13) The transportation service provider shall submit to the contracting agency a written request to suspend service indefinitely to any service recipient who, in the provider's judgement, exhibits behavior—

(A) That is contrary to these standards; or

(B) Which has been and continues to be hazardous to the safety of self or others.


19 CSR 15-7.050 Information and Assistance Service Standards

PURPOSE: This rule sets forth minimum standards for information and assistance service providers to assure that all older people within a planning and service area have reasonable access to services.

(1) A unit of service is one contact.
(A) A contact is an individual encounter with a client or their advocate.
(B) A contact may be a simple, one-time inquiry, or one which requires follow-up. Contact may be by phone, in person or in writing, or by electronic means such as fax or E-mail.

(2) The service provider shall—
(A) Identify target groups within the project area having the greatest need for services;
(B) Develop a plan for informing and serving the identified target group, establishing measurable objectives;
(C) Establish liaison with other information and assistance programs including services available through the Social Security Administration;
(D) Develop a plan for record keeping which includes data from the nature of requests received, the agencies to which the caller was referred and the service to which the caller was directed or referred;
(E) Maintain a file with respect to current resources and services available to the target population;
(F) Utilize staff specially trained to inform the elderly or their advocates of the opportunities and services available;
(G) Develop a plan to provide services in the language spoken by the target population, if other than English; and
(H) Establish a plan for the follow-up of referrals.

(3) Additional services may include advocacy, case management, public information and education.

(4) The information and assistance staff shall be composed of competent, ethical, qualified individuals, paid or volunteer, sufficient in number to carry out administrative and service responsibilities. Service responsibilities shall include:
(A) Maintaining an up-to-date resource file;
(B) Providing information to all inquirers;
(C) Providing referral and follow-up as needed;
(D) Conducting public information and education activities; and
(E) Collecting data on inquirers and maintaining confidential, accurate and up-to-date records.

(5) Training shall be provided to all information and assistance staff, paid and volunteer, to ensure adequate delivery of information and assistance services. Training shall consist of the following components:

(A) Preservice orientations and training which should include:
   1. The role, purpose and function of the information and assistance service;
   2. Skills training in the areas of interviewing techniques, attitudes, listening, communications, proper telephone usage, assessment techniques, information and assistance procedures, follow-up, data reading, maintenance of records, use of resource file; and
   3. Recognizing abuse/neglect and exploitation of the elderly, the requirements and limitations of section 660.250, RSMo and procedures for reporting to the division’s hotline;
   (B) On-the-job training which should consist of a program of increasing levels of involvement in handling inquiries, beginning with observation and ending with full responsibility for handling inquiries; and
   (C) In-service training provided on a regular basis which should include the refinement and updating of the staff’s understanding and knowledge of appropriate topics, including the operation of human service systems (legal, health, aging, welfare, governmental, education, advocacy and the like) and shall address techniques that assist staff in maintaining appropriate personal perspective.

(6) Information and assistance service staff shall maintain an accurate resource file which shall be updated periodically by—
(A) Conducting a general survey of existing organization(s) and service(s) available; and
(B) Making site visits to the organizations and services, as necessary.

(7) The resource file shall contain a list of public, private and voluntary organizations that provide essential human services and opportunities to the elderly. Each organization listing shall include at least:
(A) The legal name, common name, address, telephone number, hours and days of service of the organization;
(B) The service(s) provided by the organization;
(C) The eligibility requirements and intake procedures of the organization;
(D) Application procedures required by organization (for example, birth certificate, other documents); and
(E) The cost of service (the word sliding scale may be sufficient).

(8) Records shall maintained of all transactions. Reports shall be in a manner that identification of older people who use the service is not revealed or accessible to anyone other than staff members assisting them.

(9) In the event referral is made which requires follow-up, a client intake form shall be started. Client intake instruments shall have the capacity to gather at least the following information:
(A) Family name, address, apartment, street, city or town, county, zip code, telephone number (business and home);
(B) Name of primary inquirer for which services are sought (if other than caller);
(C) Problem(s);
(D) Service needed; organization(s) to which inquirer was referred;
(E) Nature of request (information or referral, or both); and
(F) Means of contact (for example letter, telephone, walk-in).

(10) If follow-up is provided, the results of the follow-up shall indicate the final disposition and notation shall be made as whether service is—
(A) Completed;
(B) Ongoing; or
(C) Incomplete because of, but not limited to—
   1. Insufficient availability of service;
   2. Inquirer’s refusal to accept available service;
   3. Inquirer’s refusal or unwillingness to contact service; or
   4. Failure inquirer to meet eligibility requirements (for example, income, residence, age or sex of the inquirer).

(11) The service provider annually shall prepare and submit to the division reports of services and service agencies about which information given or to which referrals were made and the results of follow-up efforts with service providers and persons who sought assistance.


19 CSR 15-7.060 Nutrition Service Standards

PURPOSE: This rule establishes the minimum standards for providing nutrition services for the elderly with federal or state funds.
(1) A unit of nutrition service is one (1) meal—
   (A) Served to a service recipient in a center for congregate nutrition services; or
   (B) Delivered to a homebound service recipient’s home for home-delivered nutrition services.

(2) Nutrition service providers shall provide services and meet all requirements set forth in 13 CSR 15-7.010.

(3) Staffing and Training.
   (A) There shall be an administrator who shall be responsible for the operation of the senior center and the service. The administrator, or a person designated by the administrator, shall be present in the senior center at all times the senior center is open.
   (B) There shall be an adequate number of staff (paid or volunteer) who are qualified to perform assigned functions in order to implement the activities and services of the senior center.

   (C) Training Requirements.
      1. Administrator—six (6) hours’ orientation plus twelve (12) hours’ on-the-job training and an additional four (4) hours’ in-service training per quarter or sixteen (16) hours annually.
      2. Cook—four (4) hours’ orientation plus six (6) hours’ on-the-job training and additional two (2) hours’ in-service training per quarter or eight (8) hours annually.
      3. Cook helper—two (2) hours’ orientation plus four (4) hours’ on-the-job training and an additional one (1) hour in-service training per quarter or four (4) hours annually.

   (D) Record Keeping. The following additional records shall be maintained by nutrition service providers:
      (A) Daily record documenting persons who receive meals, both congregate and home-delivered, following a method developed by the area agency and approved by the division;
      (B) Meal count or reports, including total United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)-eligible meals, USDA-eligible meals served to low-income elderly minority persons, meals served to handicapped persons eighteen to fifty-nine (18-59) and meals ineligible guests and staff;
      (C) Perpetual and physical inventory records for all foods; and
      (D) Food Cost Records.

(5) Nutrition Education.

   (A) Each senior center shall provide nutrition education programs to service recipients at least quarterly. Programs and literature shall be planned approved by a qualified dietitian or nutritionist.
   (B) Each home-delivered meals provider shall provide nutrition education materials to homebound recipients on a quarterly basis.

(6) Equipment Requirements.
   (A) Whether the senior center is catered or has an on-site food preparation kitchen, adequate equipment shall be available to keep refrigerated foods at or below forty-one degrees Fahrenheit (41°F), heated foods above one hundred forty degrees Fahrenheit (140°F) and frozen foods at or below zero degrees Fahrenheit (0°F).
   (B) Specific equipment required for all centers serving meals is as follows:
      1. A home-style or commercial range;
      2. A home-style or commercial refrigerator;
      3. A handwashing sink;
      4. A three (3)-vat sink or other acceptable method for dishwashing;
      5. A hot table if the senior center serves a total of thirty (30) meals or more per day (if the senior center serves fewer than thirty (30) meals per day, the meals can be served directly from the insulated carriers, provided meal service begins immediately after the food arrives);
      6. A cold table or another acceptable method of keeping cold food at the proper temperature during food service; and
      7. Additional equipment as needed and required by the area agency.

   (C) Additional equipment required for on-site food preparation senior centers is as follows:
      1. A range with an automatic range hood extinguishing system, preferably commercial;
      2. Adequate number of refrigerators and freezers, preferably commercial;
      3. A three (3)-vat sink; and
      4. Other equipment as determined by the area agency (ice machine, mixer, dishwasher and the like).

   (D) Insulated carriers for delivery of the food are required for senior centers receiving bulk prepared foods.

(7) Menu Planning Requirements.
   (A) If one (1) meal per day is served, it shall contain a minimum thirty-three and one-third percent (33 1/3%) of the daily Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) as established by the Food and Nutrition Board of the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences. A minimum of sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66 2/3%) of the RDA shall be provided if two (2) meals are served, and one hundred percent (100%) of the RDA shall be provided if three (3) meals are served.
   (B) A twenty to twenty-eight (20-28) day menu cycle shall be developed to be repeated for a three (3) month period. Suggestions from service recipients shall be solicited regarding menu choices.
   (C) Standardized recipes shall be used to assure consistent quality and quantity.
   (D) Menus shall be reviewed and certified by a nutritionist or dietitian. This individual must meet the standards set forth in 13 CSR 15-4.240(12). Copies of all certified menus shall be submitted to the area agency and shall be maintained for at least one (1) year.
   (E) Menu substitutions shall be made in accordance with the established procedures of the area agency.

   (F) Menus shall be centered on the meal patterns and principles of menu planning provided by the division. Refer to menu plan at the end of this rule which is incorporated by reference.

(8) Special menu requirements are as follows:
   (A) Special menus shall be provided to meet the particular dietary needs arising from the health requirements, religious requirements or ethnic backgrounds of service recipients, where appropriate;
   (B) At a minimum, minor modifications shall be made to the regular menus as follows:
      1. For a diabetic diet, a baked, broiled or boiled meat entree, fresh or unsweetened canned fruits for dessert, two percent (2%) milk and vegetables with no fat seasonings shall be provided;
      2. For a four gram (4 gm) sodium diet, salt shall be reduced to one-half (1/2) the amount indicated in baked goods recipes, no salt or high sodium condiments added in cooked foods and a low sodium entree choice offered if a high sodium entree is on the regular menu, low sodium vegetable choice offered if a high sodium vegetable is the regular menu (for example, sauerkraut);
      3. For a low-fat/cholesterol diet, a baked, broiled or boiled meat entree (except that no liver, no cheese containing more than five grams (5 gm) fat per ounce, and no egg yolks shall be served as entrees), skimmed milk, polyunsaturated margarine in cooking and for table use (up to one (1) teaspoon) and a low-fat dessert shall be provided; and
      4. All other food items may be as listed on the regular menu;
   (C) Special meals provided for health requirements shall be planned, prepared and
served under the supervision/consultation of a dietitian. Copies of all certified menus shall be maintained on file by the area agency for at least one (1) year;

(D) The persons responsible for the service of special diets shall be trained to make appropriate substitutions based on food values;

(E) Diet counseling, if provided, shall be conducted by a dietitian, according to the individual’s diet prescription which shall be obtained from the service recipient’s physician;

(F) A diet prescription may be obtained for persons receiving home-delivered special meals. Any prescription on file shall be kept current and shall be reviewed at least annually with the service recipient’s physician;

(G) Individuals with a strict dietary regimen shall be referred to the medical profession management of dietary needs; and

(H) The current Missouri Diet Manual shall be used as a reference in developing special diets.

(9) Requirements for handling prepared foods are as follows:

(A) A two (2) ounce separate sample of each potentially hazardous food item served shall be refrigerated and kept at least seventy-two (72) hours. Sample(s) shall be available for analysis by the Department of Health if a food-borne illness is suspected;

(B) Potentially hazardous food which has been held at one hundred forty degrees Fahrenheit (140°F) or higher over four (4) hours or between forty-one degrees and one hundred forty degrees Fahrenheit (41°F–140°F) for two (2) hours and any prepared food that has lost its quality shall not be served and shall be destroyed;

(C) Foods that are usually considered safe to store, such as fruits, vegetables, cake, breads, cookies, ice cream and fruit pies, may be retained for use while quality remains acceptable;

(D) The proper equipment shall be used to maintain hot foods at or above one hundred forty degrees Fahrenheit (140°F) and cold foods at or below forty-one degrees Fahrenheit (41°F) while serving. Hot and cold food temperatures shall be checked immediately prior to service and recorded daily. Records must be kept for six (6) months at the center;

(E) When cooling, food shall be placed no more than two inches (2”) deep in a container, covered and immediately placed in the refrigerator or freezer so it will cool to forty-one degrees Fahrenheit (41°F) or below as rapidly as possible. Once food is cooled to forty-one degrees Fahrenheit (41°F) or below, it may be stored in a container more than two inches (2”) deep;

(F) When transporting prepared foods, the following procedures shall be used:

1. Hot food shall be delivered within three and one-half (3 1/2) hours following end preparation time. This limit includes the time required for packaging foods by the caterer, transporting to the centers, holding time at the center, packaging meals for home-delivered meal recipients and transporting meals to the home; and

2. Hot foods delivered to the center shall be at a minimum temperature of one hundred forty degrees Fahrenheit (140°F) and cold foods shall be at a maximum temperature of forty-one degrees Fahrenheit (41°F). A daily record of the delivery time and temperature of the food when received shall be kept at each center. Records must be kept for six (6) months at the center;

(G) Meal service shall be scheduled so that food is available for at least thirty (30) minutes after serving begins;

(H) Appropriate serving utensils shall be used for food portion control;

(I) Appropriate food containers and utensils for blind or otherwise handicapped service recipients shall be available for use upon request;

(J) Service recipients should be discouraged from taking potentially hazardous foods from the center. It is recommended that centers include information about food safety in nutrition education;

(K) Leftover foods shall not be given or sold to another organization, employee, volunteer or service recipient to take from the center.

(10) Food Storage Requirements for All Foods, Including USDA Commodities.

(A) Cleaning supplies and clearly labeled pesticides shall be stored in separate locations from food products;

(B) Food products shall be stored at least six inches (6”) above the floor;

(C) Dry food storage shall be well-ventilated, away from direct sunlight and maintained between fifty degrees Fahrenheit and seventy degrees Fahrenheit (50°F–70°F);

(D) All refrigerated foods shall be maintained at or below forty-one degrees Fahrenheit (41°F);

(E) Frozen foods shall be maintained at or below zero degree Fahrenheit (0°F);

(F) Inventory of all foods shall be depleted on a first-in/first-out basis;

(G) Adequate transportation for all foods shall be provided as required; and

(H) Thermometers shall be kept in each refrigerator and freezer and temperatures shall be checked and recorded daily. Records must be kept for six (6) months at the centers.

(11) Health and Sanitation Requirements.

(A) Personnel with symptoms of communicable disease or open or infected wounds shall not be permitted to handle food.

(B) All food handlers shall use effective hair restraints. Effective restraints are devices which both cover and hold hair, such as hair nets, caps, hats and bandannas. Hair spray is not an acceptable hair restraint.

(C) Equipment and work areas shall routinely be cleaned and sanitized according to a posted written schedule.

(D) Disposables shall be discarded by a locally approved sanitary method.

(E) If a garbage disposal is not used, waste shall be kept in leak-proof containers with close fitting lids and disposed of daily. Waste containers shall be cleaned daily.

(F) Dishes and utensils washed in water temperatures of less than one hundred fifty degrees Fahrenheit (150°F) and rinsed at less than one hundred eighty degree Fahrenheit (180°F) shall be chemically sanitized. When single-tank, stationary-rack and door-type machine using chemicals for sanitizing are used, the wash water shall not be less than one hundred twenty degrees Fahrenheit (120°F) and rinse water not less than seventy-five degrees Fahrenheit (75°F). If the dishwashing machine uses hot water for sanitizing, the wash water shall be at least one hundred fifty degrees Fahrenheit (150°F) and the final rinse at least one hundred eighty degrees Fahrenheit (180°F). A test kit or other device that accurately measures the parts per million concentration of the solutions shall be provided and used.

(G) All dishes and utensils shall be air dried.

(H) Disposable towels and soap shall be available at the handwashing sink in the kitchen.

(I) A handwashing sign shall be posted in the rest room.

(J) Methods of insect and rodent control shall be used on a regularly scheduled basis.

(K) A product thermometer must be available and used to check internal food temperatures required.

(12) USDA Commodity Foods or Foods Purchased With USDA Cash.

(A) The nutrition provider shall—

1. Accept and use USDA commodity foods or foods purchased with USDA cash that are made available; and

2. Provide adequate transportation for USDA foods as required.
(15) Nutrition service providers shall—
   (A) Provide outreach services;
   (B) Coordinate activities with the Missouri Division of Family Services to facilitate participation of eligible persons in the Food Stamp Program and assist service recipients in taking advantage of the benefits available to them under the Food Stamp Program. All centers may be authorized to accept food stamps; and
   (C) Comply with the requirements of the area agency regarding eligibility of individuals to receive nutrition services (see 13 CSR 15-4.240(7)–(9)).

(14) Senior Centers.
   (A) Senior centers shall be visible within the community and located as close as possible and, where feasible and appropriate, within walking distance to the majority of the elderly persons.
   (B) Physical Plant Requirements.
      1. Senior centers shall have a minimum of fifteen (15) square feet per service recipient to assure adequate space for programs and activities. Food preparation, office and storage areas are not included in this minimum.
      2. Adequate storage space shall be available as well as adequate space for hanging and storing coats, wraps and packages.
      3. Senior centers shall be clean and have an attractive appearance. Walls, ceilings, floors and furniture in a center shall be of smooth, easily cleanable materials. Maintenance shall be performed daily to assure the center is clean, neat and safe.
      4. Adequate lavatory facilities shall be available. The number of rest rooms shall be adequate for the size of the facility and number of persons served with at least one (1) barrier-free restroom each for men and women.
   (C) Each senior center shall provide—
      1. Services to older persons at least five (5) days per week with sufficient hours to meet community needs;
      2. Hot or other appropriate meals at least once a day, five (5) or more days a week;
      3. At a minimum, an average of fifty (50) meals a day at each senior center cooking on-site;
      4. A variety of supportive services;
      5. An information area with a bulletin board, display rack or other method of posting information which is easily accessible and well-lighted. Notices should be attractive, easy to read and placed within eye level;
      6. An easy-to-read posted monthly activities calendar in an area which is highly visible and accessible to service recipients; and
      7. A posted, attractive, easy-to-read, weekly menu in a conspicuous location in the dining room on Friday of the week prior to service.

(15) Home-delivered meals service providers shall—
   (A) Assess the need for home-delivered meals among the elderly within the community they serve;
   (B) Provide identification other than the meal container which is easily recognizable through a door or window for the person delivering the meals to the service recipient’s home when the deliverer is not personally known to the recipient;
   (C) Assess and document an individual’s eligibility to receive home-delivered meals prior to initiation of the service and reassess the need for services at least annually. A shorter eligibility period may be appropriate in certain circumstances, such as persons with short-term needs after illness or surgery.
   1. When referrals are received from the division, the division’s assessment and reassessment of the service recipient will be sufficient documentation of eligibility. The service recipient’s assessment card shall document that referral was received from the division and an assessment made by the division established eligibility for the home-delivered meal. The senior center shall then complete the necessary forms for client registration as defined by the area agency.
   2. In emergency situations, home-delivered meals may be delivered for a maximum of five (5) days prior to the initial assessment of eligibility;
   (D) Maintain a list in priority order of homebound persons requesting meals for which units of service are not available. Priority will be based on published criteria developed by the area agency;
   (E) Use insulated carriers to assure that foods delivered to home-delivered meal recipients are at the proper temperature, over one hundred forty degrees Fahrenheit (140°F) for hot food and at or below forty-one degrees Fahrenheit (41°F) for cold food. Check and record at least quarterly, the temperature of hot and cold food items at the end of delivery on each home-delivered meal route. All equipment used in transporting foods shall have smooth cleanable surfaces, be cleaned and sanitized daily or be disposable;
   (F) Deliver hot foods to the service recipient within three and one-half (3 1/2) hours following end preparation time. Record time meal preparation ended and time last meal was delivered at least quarterly for each route;
   (G) Make available home-delivered meals at least once a day, five (5) or more days a week; and
   (H) Arrange for the availability of meals to service recipients in weather-related emergencies.


**MEAT OR MEAT ALTERNATE**
3 ounces cooked edible portion of meat, fish, poultry or luncheon meats.

Alternates for 1 ounce of cooked meat:
1 egg
1 ounce cheddar cheese
1/4 cup cottage cheese
1/2 cup cooked dried beans or peas
2 tablespoons peanut butter

Combinations of two or more foods to meet the standard of 3 ounces is acceptable. Examples:
1 ounce bologna and 1 ounce cheese in sandwich plus 1 deviled egg.
Cheese enchiladas (1 ounce cheese and 1 cup refried beans)

**VEGETABLES AND FRUITS**
2 or 3 kinds to total 1 cup serving.

All vegetables, fruits and full strength vegetable and fruit juices.

Rice, spaghetti, macaroni and noodles are not vegetables.

Fruits served as dessert can be counted only as dessert.

Fruit drinks and fruit ades are not 100% juice, so can be counted only as optional beverages.

**Vitamin A Rich Foods**: include 2 good sources weekly.
**Vitamin C Rich Foods**: include 3 good sources or 5 fair sources weekly.

**ENRICHED OR WHOLE GRAIN BREAD OR ALTERNATE**
1 serving

The following amounts are counted as 1 serving:
1 slice bread
1 biscuit, muffin, roll
1 square cornbread or hot bread
5 saltine crackers (enriched)
2 graham crackers
1 ounce ready-to-eat cereal
1/2 to 3/4 cup cooked cereal, cornmeal, grits, rice, spaghetti, macaroni, noodles
1 dumpling, pancake, waffle, yam, plantain, sweet potato
1 tortilla

**BUTTER OR FORTIFIED MARGARINE**
1 teaspoon
This may be used on bread or in food preparation, including seasoning of vegetables.

**DESSERT**
1/2 cup serving

All fruits, full strength fruit juices and simple desserts such as puddings, gelatin desserts, ice cream, ice milk and sherbet. Cake, pie and cookies made with enriched or whole-grain flour are included.

**MILK**
1 cup

Fortified whole, skim, low-fat, flavored whole, buttermilk or equivalent.

Equivalents:
1 ounce cheddar cheese = 3/4 cup milk
1/2 cup creamed cottage cheese = 1/3 cup milk
1/2 cup ice cream = 1/3 cup milk

**OPTIONAL BEVERAGES**
Coffee, tea, decaffeinated beverages, cambric tea, soft drinks and fruit flavored drinks may be used. No alcoholic beverages may be provided with nutrition project funds.

**GENERAL**
Some foods can fulfill requirements in more than one group but may not be counted twice.

Examples: dried bean—either a vegetable or a meat alternate
sweet potatoes—either a vitamin, a vegetable or a bread alternate

**IRON REQUIREMENT**
Each meal shall provide a minimum of 3 mg. iron.
It is recommended that liver be served once a month.